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170 px Side Menu If 800 0verall = 630 px Content Area (with no Right Sidebar)

170 px (optional) Right Sidebar or Right Side Menu Size
170 px Left Side Menu(Banner Text Boxis the same size)

460, 560, or 660 pxContent Area (with both left side menu and right sidebar)

Optional Crossbar Menu and/or Quick Links Drop-down or Empty with Crossbar Colour (size not adjustable)

Summary for Content Area Sizes:1. For a Standard Side Menu (Left or Right) LayoutIf 800 px overall website width, then: 800 - (minus) 170 Side Menu width = 630 Content Area width If 900 px overall website width, then: 900 - (minus) 170 Side Menu width = 730 Content Area width If 1000 px overall website width, then:  1000 - (minus) 170 Side Menu width = 830 Content Area width
2. For a Left Side Menu + Right SidebarIf 800 px overall website width, then: 800 - minus (170x2) = 460 Content Area width If 900 px overall website width, then: 900 - minus (170x2)  = 560 Content Area width If 1000 px overall website width, then:  1000 - minus (170x2)  = 660 Content Area width
A Note on Columns and Table Templates:Columns are chosen when you create a new page. You may choose a one, two or three column layoutto fit within the content area as calculated above. Column margins are automatic and not adjustable.One column is the default. 
Use the two and three column option when you need your text to flow in more than one column (e.g. like a newspaper or for tabulated lists). You may not revert a page from a two or three column layout back to a one column page. If you have a one column page set up, you may also achieve the effect of multi-columns by using the various CMS Table Templates options...  So, tables may be more conducive to align tabular information or for a more flexible page layout option.  For example: Use tables when you require one column at the top of the page, two columns in the centre and then one column at the end of the page.  This is more effective because tables are inserted into the content area (in this case in the centre). Columns on the other hand, are chosen ahead and are set for the entire page.

Standard Side Menu Positioned Left Content Area (One Column) Area for Right Sidebaror if Standard Side Menu is positioned on Right.

630, 730 or 830 pxContent Area when Right Sidebar is not used.

Overall Website Width =  800, 900 or 1000 px (800 is standard)
Calculating Your Content Areas
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FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION You know you have a multiple column layout when you have more than one edit icon fitting evenly in the overall content area size.
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